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Introduction

The simple machine pistol detailed here is very similar to other widely tried-and-tested expedient 
designs in circulation, though improved upon in terms of compactness, handling and ease of 
availability of materials required. It's essentially a homebuilt version of the Armenian K6-92, a compact
machine pistol widely copied in the early 1990s by various separatist groups following the breakup of 
the Soviet Union. The commercial counterpart was chambered in 9x18 Makarov, though the general 
design adapts well to .380 or 9x19. This basic simplified version uses 9mm STEN magazines and 
includes an adaptable bolt weight system in it's design. Construction does not require a lathe or milling
machine and only very basic tools may be used.

For legal reasons the prototype shown was constructed as a non-firing legal dummy display model for 
purposes of demonstration. It has a blocked and destroyed dummy barrel and it's bolt contains no 
provisions for a firing pin. This document is presented purely for academic study purposes
only.



Bolt construction

 

                            

The bolt used in this design is a laminated assembly consisting of two sections of steel box tube and 
bar stock, either held in place via thick steel pins or permanently welded together. Additional bolt mass
is provided by way of a 3” x 1” steel plate which rides above the receiver, also doubling as a cocking 
handle. It's possible to stack further plates on top of the assembly, each adding around 100g extra 
weight.



Barrel

 

The barrel is assembled in an identical manor to the bolt and includes a reliable integrated feed ramp 
formed into it's square tubing collar. All three parts can be held in place via several steel pins or be 
permanently welded together.

Trigger group

The trigger group consists of two pieces cut from 6mm thick steel plate which rock up or down under 
spring tension, either allowing the bolt to pass or be held back. The trigger housing is constructed from
three pieces of steel plate and is welded onto the receiver once complete.



Tools:

Drill press
Cobalt tipped drill bits (Optional)

Welder
Angle grinder + 1mm slitting disc

Dremel / Rotary tool + grinding bits
Hand files
Hacksaw

Materials:

30mm x 30mm x 2mm wall mild steel box section tube
25mm x 25mm x 2mm wall mild steel box section tube
20mm x 20mm x 2mm wall mild steel box section tube

25mm x 50mm x 2mm (1” x 2”) rectangular box section tube
6mm thick (1 1/4”) mild steel plate
2mm or 3mm thick mild steel plate

16mm (5/8”) mild steel round bar stock
1 1/2” thick hardwood or plastic

Plans

All pages included should be printed out on 8.5 x 11 US letter paper. Each component template is
drawn to scale and can be cut out and glued to their respective thickness of material. Make sure the

ruler at the bottom left of each sheet is 2 inches in length. Alternatively, enlarge the plans using a
computer program until the ruler is the correct length, then trace the parts needed onto a sheet of

paper taped over your computer's screen.



































Additional firepower:


